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The Strathnaver in her 
heyday – though in 

trooping grey in 1947

The last moments of the 
Strathnaver in Ngau Tau 

Kok in 1963. She will have 
become rebars in a 1960s 

building.





Modern theory offers a Modern theory offers a ‘‘naturalnatural ’’ evolutionary path for port development through five  evolutionary path for port development through five  
generations.  Hong Kong has reached what is thought  of as 4generations.  Hong Kong has reached what is thought  of as 4 thth generation status.generation status.

Is all that is needed a set of appropriate policies  and Is all that is needed a set of appropriate policies  and –– KAPOW KAPOW –– the 5the 5 thth

generation generation ‘‘CustomerCustomer --Centric Community Port of Hong Kong will be with us ?Centric Community Port of Hong Kong will be with us ?



Maybe not. History suggests Hong 
Kong cannot expect just  to ‘evolve ’

up the development curve.

Here’s why.
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Move steadily along all of these Move steadily along all of these 
dimensions and a port will dimensions and a port will 

unquestionably evolve.unquestionably evolve.

But can such steady progress But can such steady progress 
be planned for and then be planned for and then 

delivered?delivered?



……the answer is probably the answer is probably ‘‘NoNo’’ . Not least because of what we can call. Not least because of what we can call

……Game Changers (a.k.a. Black Swans)Game Changers (a.k.a. Black Swans)
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……and the crucial influence of and the crucial influence of 
game changers is what the game changers is what the 

story of the port of Hong Kong story of the port of Hong Kong 
is all aboutis all about ……



PRE-1841

Pirates

Where the action 
was

Where the action never 
quite managed to be

Drug smugglers’ HQ



FIRST OPIUM 
WAR

Then comes a game 
changer…



1841- 1860  - Hong Kong gets a chance to up its profi le in the world of 
China’s ports.

But despite some endogenous 
factors in its favour 
•free port
•low taxes,
•excellent access

And exogenous factors:
•Article XIII of the Treaty of the Bogue
•Piracy 
•Growth of Shanghai

Other endogenous factors:
•poor infrastructure
•obstructive duopoly

…held up progress

1841- 1860  Dominance of the Opium Trade

China

INDIA

HK

Long haul ocean Long haul ocean 
shippingshipping

Small craft coastal Small craft coastal 
shippingshipping



1. SECOND 
OPIUM WAR
(BRAVES DESTROY 
WHAMPOA DOCKS)

It was time for a rush of game changers



2.
Taiping Rebellion  (1850-1864)
Foreign Aggression (1860 on)
Sino-French War (1884-1885)

Sino-Japanese War (1894-
1895)

Boxer uprising
Collapse Of Qing Dynasty



3. 
i.THE ADVENT OF STEAM

ii.THE EMERGENCE OF 
MODERN SHIPPING LAW, 

ORGANIZATION AND 
METHODS



1860-1914  - Thanks to absence of competition from C anton/Guangzhou, Hong 
Kong grew to be the largest port by tonnage in the world by 1900

1860- 1900 - Entrepot Trade with Britain and India an d 
complementary Coastal Shipping
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HK

Long haul ocean Long haul ocean 
shippingshipping

Small craft coastal Small craft coastal 
shippingshipping

1900-1914 - General Entrepot Trade Expanded
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Helpful endogenous factors steadily gained HK 
competitive advantage…

• Free port
• Low taxes
• Excellent access

++
• Excellent dockyards (Aberdeen, Union (HWD), Cosmopo litan, Taikoo)
• Vastly improved port facilities (e.g. HK & Kowloon Wharf & Godown Co.)
• Rapidly improving communications (first submarine c able 1872)
• Coaling facilities for increasing numbers of steame rs
• Simple emigration system with fairly well-regulated  passenger carriers
• Banking and insurance (e.g. HSBC, Union Insurance)
• Relatively corruption free government and improved public health
• Significant shipping industry (ICSNC, CNC, HCMSC, D ouglas…)
• Significant international presence
• Increasingly improved maritime security:
� Suppression of piracy
� Aids to navigation and quality charting 
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FIRST 
WORLD 

WAR

…along came 
one more 

game changer



1914-1941 – plus a push from another game changer 

1914-1935 Boycotts, Depression, Rising Chinese 
Nationalism

China

UK

HK

Japan

Straits
Settlements

Siam
India

1935-1941 Imperial Preference, New Industry, Re-
emerging Entrepot Trade

China

HK

2nd Sino-
Japanese 

War



SECOND WORLD 
WAR

(COLONIALISM ON THE SKIDS 
HEREAFTER)

…then came yet a further game changer



1949-1980 Light industrial export centre, focus of 
seaward hinterlands and port of call on world route s

China

HK

Japan

Straits
Settlements Borneo

Philippines

1949-1980 – with two built in game changers

The founding 
of the PRC 

and the 
closure of 

China

‘The Wind of 
Change’

Colonialism’s 
long 

goodbye



1. THE BOX

……And then came two Game Changers of Game ChangersAnd then came two Game Changers of Game Changers



2. THE THIRD 
MODERNIZATION



1980-2006

1980-2006 China reopens, entrepot trade returns – Ho ng 
Kong emerges as multimodal megahub

China

HK



2006 onwards  PRD ports grow, compete strongly, 
Shanghai takes top spot…

China

HK

“Let a hundred 

ports contend”

百百百百港港港港争争争争鸣鸣鸣鸣



…and the future? Well, this is the template, but wi ll it 
happen?



There is another trajectory that ports can take if endogenous  and exogenous 
factors, and any attendant game changers, push thin gs that way…

Tonnage 
throughput

Time

The rare ‘rise and rise’ model ’

The more common ‘rise-
maturity-decline’ model



To reach 5 th generation status and avoid the ‘rise-maturity-decl ine’
trajectory, there are endogenous hurdles to clear…

- a property development driven dominant economic se ctor 
that will sacrifice anything for short term gain

- a more reactive than proactive government system

- an administration too anxious to second guess Beij ing

- zero-sum mentality elements to the logistics clust er  - “what 
they get I lose”

- a ‘sea blind’ society and culture

- potential physical capacity constraints

- rapidly building environmental awareness and its d emands



And there are potential exogenous obstacles…

- ‘winner takes all’ mentalities in SEZ and regional sub-
administrations

- huge disparities in relative HDIs meaning hard-to- beat 
competition on price

- possible major policy shifts in national prioritie s

- possible significant realignments of national prod uction 
centres and logistics corridors

- possible decreasing ‘pull’ with regional and nation al 
decision makers as 2047 nears 

- Guangzhou’s critical mass (political, demographic and 
economic) leading it to reclaim its pre-1841 region al stature



In planning dreamland the Pearl River Delta will be come a single socio-economic 
planning entity like Hamburg and the Elbe. 

It’s 115km from Hamburg to the North Sea. The Hamburg P ort Authority 
looks after all of it – for commercial and recreational  users, for the flora 

and fauna, for maritime heritage. 



Optimists will have taken note of the joint  Guangd ong-HK-Macau initiative to 
create a ‘quality living area’.

Pessimists will have noted that amongst the various  Guangdong, Hong Kong 
and Macau government departments with links on the plan’s home page, no 
marine department or bureau gets a look in and port s, ships and the sea are 

conspicuous by their absence.

http://www.gprd-qla.com/en/index.asp

Maybe something like that can happen in the PRD…



……and we mustnand we mustn ’’ t forget the Game Changers.t forget the Game Changers.
What are the possibles?What are the possibles?
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So what may the future hold ?

Tonnage 
throughput 
(approx.)

1841 1891 1941 20411991

Factors and game changers frustrate 
all plans – but a thriving maritime 

industry can survive the collapse of 
the port – as with London 

Factors and game changers act to 
give a further lease of life to the port 

as in the past 



謝謝謝謝謝謝謝謝 !!


